
This thinking has several ramifications, all of which can 
be spiritually damaging. Do we believe that those who 
don’t have the good things we have are somehow lacking 
in ambition, hard work, right belief, doing what they’re 
supposed to do? Do we pat ourselves on the back for 
making our own good luck? Do we forget to give thanks? 

It’s this last one Jesus addresses. Neglecting to give 
thanks weakens faith, by allowing us to cover up that part 
of our souls that remembers our dependence on God and 
the people around us. Leaving that circle of relatedness 
open at one end actually closes us off to an appreciation 
of much that is good. 

When the Samaritan circled back to Jesus, he was 
recognizing that wellness—being whole—is more than 
just physical well-being. It’s equally about spiritual and 
relational well-being. 

Faith makes us well. 

Close the circle. Give thanks. 

~ Melissa Bane Sevier, Contemplative Viewfinder 

Click here to read this week’s Scriptures 
 

Closing the Circle 

Dictionary.com lists the first definition of grateful as: 
warmly or deeply appreciative of kindness or benefits 
received; thankful. 

On the way to Jerusalem Jesus was going through the 
region between Samaria and Galilee. As he entered a 
village, ten lepers approached him. Keeping their 
distance, they called out, saying, ‘Jesus, Master, have 
mercy on us!’ When he saw them, he said to them, ‘Go 
and show yourselves to the priests.’ And as they went, they 
were made clean. Then one of them, when he saw that he 
was healed, turned back, praising God with a loud voice. 
He prostrated himself at Jesus’ feet and thanked him. And 
he was a Samaritan. Then Jesus asked, ‘Were not ten 
made clean? But the other nine, where are they? Was 
none of them found to return and give praise to God 
except this foreigner?’ Then he said to him, ‘Get up and 
go on your way; your faith has made you well.’ [from 
Luke 17] 

In the case of this Samaritan leper, Jesus equates gratitude 
with faith. The unnamed man has already been healed, 
along with nine other unnamed men, but gratitude 
compels him alone to return to the one who cared enough 
to speak to the physical, emotional, and social distress 
caused by a horrible disease. 

Why? We’re not told. What makes one person feel obliged 
to give thanks, while another goes on his way? 

It’s not that the other healed lepers weren’t relieved, 
ecstatic; I’m sure they were. And Jesus doesn’t condemn 
them. But he does commend the one who returns to thank 
God. 

Gratitude gives us a chance to close the circle. Otherwise 
we may experience the events of our lives without soul-
altering and soul-healing reflection. 

When we give thanks, we’re reminded that good things 
aren’t just a result of what we’ve done. Health, income, 
stability, relationships, happiness—if we have them we 
often take them for granted, or assume (if we even take the 
time to consider) that we are somehow the authors of all 
the good things that happen to us. 
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Gratitude gives us a chance to close the 

circle. Otherwise we may experience the 

events of our lives without soul-altering and 

soul-healing reflection…. 

Faith makes us well. 

Close the circle. Give thanks. 

https://melissabanesevier.wordpress.com/2016/10/02/closing-the-circle/
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Reflecting on the Word 
 

____1st Reading: Jeremiah 29:1, 4-7 
 

Who ultimately sent Judah into exile? How would you 
summarize the Lord's commands to the exiles? Why do 
you think He gave them this mission? How does this 
apply to our Babylon—our community and 
neighborhoods? Reflect on your circle of influence and 
impact. What is your responsibility to them? The Hebrew 
word “shalom”—translated variously as peace, good, 
prosperity, welfare, and well-being—is used in verse 7. 
How does our well-being depend on living out our faith in 
the world around us? Bethel Church 

 
____Psalm Reading: Psalm 66:1-12 

 

What’s the nicest thing anyone ever did for you? What is 
something you have tried to get others to do, whether you 
were successful or not? What specific instructions are 
given about praising the Lord? What did the psalm writer 
tell God’s people to remember? Why? What acts of 
deliverance did the psalm writer describe? What purpose 
motivated God to allow His people to experience 
hardship? What images did the psalm writer use to 
describe the testing Israel went through? Where did the 
Lord take His people when He removed them from their 
situation of distress? Why does God allow us to 
experience hardship? How should we react to failure or 
difficult experiences? Lesson Maker 

____3rd Reading: 2 Timothy 2:8-15  
 

How and where do we see wrangling over in our 
communication? When do you get caught up in this kind 
of thing, if ever? What instructions are in verse 2? What 
is the message to be passed on, and how should it be 
passed? The writer gives some examples of those who 
remain focused on their given task. Who are the people 
mentioned, what is the potential distraction, and how does 
each one remain focused on their task? While relating it 
to the struggles faced by Paul and Timothy, what do you 
think the writer really means when referring to struggling 
in this passage? What do you think the writer means when 
he says, “God’s word is not chained”? How might 
imprisonment have actually served to “free” the Gospel? 
Judging from this passage, what distractions do you think 
the early church face and by what means does the writer 
urge early Christians to deal with them? What distractions 
do you struggle with every day? Faith Element 

 
____4th Reading: Luke 17:11-19 

 
Why were people with leprosy treated as unclean during 
Jesus time? Why did Jesus send them to the priest rather 
than heal them immediately? If Jesus sent them to the 
priest, why did one turn back? Were the other 9 likely just 
as grateful? Why did they not turn back? Were the other 9 
more obedient by doing what Jesus instructed? Does 
Jesus place gratitude as a higher quality than obedience? 
Why is expressing gratitude so important for other people 
to hear? How is it just as important for the person 
expressing the gratitude? In this week’s passage, what did 
the man who returned to Jesus receive that the others did 
not? How was his relationship with Jesus affected? How 
might your relationship with Jesus be affected when you 
express your gratitude? Faith Element 

 

Praying Toward Sunday 
 

He fell on his face at Jesus’ feet 
and gave thanks. ~ Luke 1716 
  
To bow down when all things seem well, 
to give thanks for the smallest blessing, 
then are we healed. 
  

To bow down when health is recovered, 
and to know it a bonus not a right, 
then are we healed. 
  

To bow down when others rush off to party, 
to love the Healer more than self, 
then are we healed. 
  

To bow down when disease runs wild, 
and believe that nothing is God-less, 
then are we healed. 

  

To bow down in the hour of dying, 
to have peace as the light fails, 
then are we healed. 
                                                                                       ~ Bruce D. Prewer 

The practice of gratitude 
 
For the seeker on the Direct Path it is essential to learn 
how to awaken and sustain gratitude, for gratitude is 
the key to many of the highest, most noble, and most 
transformatory sacred emotions. A heart tuned 
constantly to be grateful comes to revere the Divine in 
the whole of existence and slowly to recognize the 
unity of the Presence behind all diverse appearances. A 
heart trained always to be grateful will also grow more 
and more humble; it will be fearless in its recognition 
of how everything it loves, needs, and celebrates 
streams in a never-ending river of grace from God. 
 
~ Andrew Harvey, The Direct Path, via Suzanne 
Guthrie, At the Edge of Enclosure 
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